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Multi-layer Drawer Heavy Duty Tool Cabinet 

Welcome to wholesale or customized multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool 

cabinet from CYJY at any time. We will provide you with factory discount prices for our 

products. CYJY is multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool cabinet manufacturers and 

suppliers in China. The multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool cabinet can be fitted with 

other features as required, such as dust-proof design, locking function, and removable 

wheels, etc. Use a multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool cabinet to help keep tools and 

accessories neat and organized and increase productivity. Suitable for a variety of 

different settings including garages, workshops, factories and other industrial 

environments. The multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool cabinet is a very practical tool 

storage solution that improves tool organization and accessibility. 

 

Multi-layer Drawer Heavy Duty Tool 

Cabinet 

CYJY is one of the professional multi-layer drawer 

heavy duty tool cabinet manufacturers and suppliers 

in China. Our products are CE certified and have in 

stock of factory, welcome to wholesale Multi-layer 

drawer heavy duty tool cabinet from us. The 14 

Drawer Tool Cabinet is a high capacity tool cabinet 

for storing and organizing tools and accessories of 

all types and sizes. Made of durable cold-rolled steel 

for long-lasting use. 14 drawers provide ample 

storage space, allowing you to easily put and 

organize various tools and accessories. 
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Multi-layer Drawer Heavy Duty Tool Cabinet Specification 

Style 
Us general tool box parts Heavy Duty72''  power coating tool 

Cabinet /tool box Combo on wheel 

Function Storage for stools, files, home or office supplies 

Special design Modern 

Brand name CYJY 

Regular size 1300mm*700mm*1800mm 

Thickness 0.6mm as regular. 0.5~1.2mm optional 

Available Color Per customer's requirement 

Lock and 

handle 
Per customer's requirement 

Surface Electrostatic powder coating 

Material High quality cold rolled steel 

Structure Knock down structure/Pre-assembled 
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Packaging 

Details 
Films and cartons 

Remark OEM&ODM are available 

 

 

The craftsmanship of the multi-layer drawer heavy duty 

tool cabinet can be divided into the following aspects: 

▶Material selection: High-quality steel is the preferred material for making tool cabinets, 

which can ensure the strength and durability of the tool cabinets. 

▶ Manufacturing process: It mainly includes blanking, stamping, bending, welding, 

grinding and other steps. Each step requires precise operation and strict control to 

ensure the size and appearance quality of the tool cabinet. 

▶Surface treatment: The surface treatment of the tool cabinet usually adopts methods 

such as spraying or electroplating to increase its corrosion resistance and aesthetics. 

▶Assembly: The last step is to assemble the various parts together to ensure that the 

tool cabinet is structurally stable and fully functional. 
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Multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool cabinet is a common tool storage device, which is 

widely used in machinery manufacturing, car maintenance, home maintenance and other 

fields. It has the following application scenarios: 

▶ Machinery manufacturing: In the process of machinery manufacturing, various tools 

and accessories need to be used. The Multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool cabinet can 

provide sufficient storage space and classification management functions, so that 

mechanics can quickly obtain all tools. 

▶ Automobile maintenance: Automobile maintenance requires a lot of tools and spare 

parts. The 14-drawer tool cabinet can help maintenance personnel quickly find the 

required tools and improve work efficiency. 

▶ Home maintenance: For people who often do home maintenance, the Multi-layer 

drawer heavy duty tool cabinet can provide an orderly storage space for tools, which is 

convenient for management and maintenance. 

▶ Craft education: In the field of craft education, the Multi-layer drawer heavy duty 

tool cabinet can help students better understand the names and uses of various tools, 

improve practical ability and independent learning ability. 

In a word, the Multi-layer drawer heavy duty tool cabinet is widely used in various 

fields, providing people with convenient tool storage and management functions, and 

improving work efficiency and production benefits. 
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